STUDENT SENATE AUTHORIZATION 2019-105

TITLE: Line Item Transfer for Volunteers for International Student Affairs
AUTHOR: Budget and Appropriations Chairwoman Emily Dunson
SPONSORS: Budget and Appropriations Committee
AMOUNT: $2,592.00

Line Item transfer for the FY 2018 - 2019 Volunteers for International Student Affairs Organization Budget:
Request to transfer $2,592.00 from Programming line to Travel line.

Current Programming line: $114,283.00
Current Travel Line: $7,967.00

Programming line after transfer: $111,691.00
Travel line after transfer: $10,559.00

President of Volunteers for International Student Affairs: Preet Kumar
Treasurer of Volunteers for International Student Affairs: Uma Kumar

Purpose: VISA is an umbrella organization which serves many of the cultural organizations at UF. They strive to provide a sense of unity and exemplify the diversity in our community. This organization works to promote cultural awareness and diversity on campus. VISA works to unite cultural organizations and educate the UF community by assisting the sub-organizations in displaying their respective cultures through various events.

Intent: The intent of this line item transfer is to cover required costs for the attendance of six dance teams under the Indian Student Association. These dance teams travel nationwide to compete amongst other teams and bring titles back to the University of Florida.
Proviso: This allocation will exhaust at the end of the fiscal year June 30th 2019.
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